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Abst rac t - -We consider plasma tearing mode instabilities when the resistivity depends on a flux 
function (¢), for the plane slab model. 
This problem, represented byMHD equations, isstudied as a bifurcation problem. For so doing, 
it is written in the form (I - T(S, .)), where T(S, .) is a compact operator in a suitable space and S 
is the bifurcation parameter. 
In this work, the resistivity is not assumed to be a given quantity (as usually done in previous 
papers), but it depends nonlinearly of the unknowns of the problem; this is the main difficulty, with 
new mathematical results. 
We also develop in this paper a 1-D code to compute bifurcation points from the trivial branch 
(equilibrium state). © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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i .  INTRODUCTION 
The major difficulty in plasma confining process inside a tokamak is the rich variety of instabil- 
ities which can appear. Some instabilities can completely destroy the confinement and must be 
avoided; other ones, such as tearing mode instabilities, cannot be avoided and are responsible for 
anomalous transport. Their nonlinear behaviour has then to be studied. 
Saramito and Maschke [1] applied bifurcation theory to the study of nonlinear tearing modes, 
and obtained a bifurcation to a nonlinearly saturated steady state when equilibrium loses stability. 
Grauer [2] considers interaction of two near marginal modes in the presence of O (2) symmetry, 
Chen and Morrison [3] also study interaction of two marginal tearing modes, but in presence of 
equilibrium flow. In both works, the authors employed center manifold reduction. Parker [4] 
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solved numerically the full viscoresistive MHD equations and studied bifurcations between the 
nonlinear states using the periodicity length as a bifurcation parameter. 
In all mentioned works, the resistivity is considered either as a constant or as a given quantity 
depending only on the space variable x. But in general, the resistivity depends on the plasma's 
temperature Te. 
Due to the high diffusion coefficient of this temperature in the parallel direction to the magnetic 
field, Te can be considered as constant per magnetic surface (which is modelized by the equation 
¢ = constant). We then consider the resistivity as depending on a flux function. 
Then, as the resistivity depends nonlinearly on the unknowns of the problem, new mathematical 
difficulties arise in proving bifurcation theorems. We write the considered problem in a functional 
equation form in a suitable functional space, and we end this work by 1-D numerical results on 
bifurcation points from the trivial branch (equilibrium state). 
2. EQUATIONS 
Let f~ be the open set ] - 1/2, 1/2[x]0, L[ ~ (x, y); V is the velocity, B the magnetic field, P the 
plasma pressure, ~/the resistivity, ¢ a flux function (B = ez x V¢), PR the Prandl number, and S 
the Lundquist number. Let us assume that there exists known quantities Veq, Beq, Peq, and Ceq 
in C°°(~) which represent equibrium state, with periodicity of all derivatives in y (generally, 
these quantities only depend of x). To study bifurcated branches, we consider the following 
perturbation of the equilibrium state: V * Veq + SV, ¢ * ¢4  + ¢ ¢~ B , B~ + B, P ----* 
Peq + (1IS)P, verifying the equations 
div V = 0, 
°v  - ~R z~v + vP  + v~.  vv  + v .  vv~ 
Ot 
+ s (v .  vv  - B .  v (B + B~)  - B~.  VB)  = O, 
OB + (y(¢ + ¢~) curl B) + (y(¢ + Ceq) - Y(¢~)) curlB~) curl curl 
- curl ((V~ x B) + S V x (B + Beq)) = O, 
d ivB- -0 .  
(1) 
For the unknowns of equations (1), we consider the following boundary conditions at x = + 1/2 : 
V .n=0,  cur lVxn=0,  B .n=0,  (2) 
(~](~ -~- Ceq)  curlB) x n = - ((y(¢ + Ceq) - ~/(¢*a)) curl Seq - -  Veq x B) )< n 
+ SVx(B+B~)xn ,  
(3) 
and at y = 0, L, the following periodic conditions: 
IT, curl V x n, B periodic, ~/(¢ + Ceq) curl B x n periodic. (4) 
1/2  We also need the flux conservation condition: f:1/2 By(x, 0)dx = 0, and also a flux condition 
for V. 
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3. STEADY PROBLEM EXPRESSED 
AS A FUNCTIONAL EQUATION 
3.1. Funct iona l  Spaces 
-- m,p We consider the Sobolev spaces Wm'P(fl), with m integer > 1, and p > 1, we define W~e r (f/) 
as the space of functions of Wm,P(f/) which are periodic in y. We then introduce the following: 
w3f(u) = (, W~,P(n), v(x,o) = v(x,L),. . . ,  Oy~_~ v(x,O) 
---- O-~-~:-fv(x, L), a.e., x in -2 '  2 ' 
{ ( ) 0m-Â ( 1 ) } 
W~,,er(~) = " e , . . . . .  O, in ]0, L[ , 
g;er= {~ 
1 
E LP(f/) 2, divu = 0, u.  n = 0 at x = +~,  u- n periodic at 
Z 
fl/2 1 = u~(x,O) dz = 0 , Y O'L']_I/2 
{ 1 ) 
Hc,per(~'~ ) = U E LP(~) 2, divu = 0, curlu = 0, u.  n = 0 at x = + 2' u periodic at y = 0,L . 
We now consider the following space decomposition: 
1,p LP(ft) 2 = He,per(f/) + KpPer + {Vp, p e Wper(~)}, 1 < p < CO. (5) 
This space decomposition, obtained by Saramito [5] for p = 2, is obtained for all 1 < p < oo 
in the same way by substituting L 2 scalar product by the dual product between 1.2 and L q 
( l /p+ 1/q = 1). We also have, denoting by fi the extension of u by periodicity in the y direction, 
Wpl,p[~.~2 I er , - ,  = u E LP(f~) 2, divu E LP(F/), curlu E LP(f/), u periodic in y, 
l _ ( i /p ) ,pR  1 I }  f i .n  e W|o c ( ) at x = + ~ or ~ × n e wIlo:(1/p)'P(R) at X = 4" . 
(6) 
These decompositions are easily obtained, applying analogous results of Saramito [5], on a smooth 
domain containing ~, to the extension by periodicity ~, after multiplication by a truncation 
function in the y direction. We also define 
f 
XpPer = ~u e LP(f~) 2, divu e LP(~), curlu E LP(~), u periodic at y = 0, L, 
u- n = 0 at x = :t=~, projection of u on Hc, per(Q) vanishes . 
We note that each u of XpPer belongs to Wpt~Pr(fl)2. We have, as in [5], the following. 
LEMMA L1. For 1 < p < oo, Illulllp = (fa I curlu I p dfl + f• I divu I p df~) 1/p is a norm in XpPer 
equiwdent to that of (WI'P(f~)) 2. 
| 
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3.2 .  Coerc iveness  Lemma 
LEMMA L2. Let a • L°°(ft) such that there exists # • R~ with 0 < # <_ a(x) a.e., in fl. 
There exists a constant C, depending of #, such that, [or all u • X~r  , with 1 < p < oo, we 
have 
Illulllp -< C sup [a (x )  [curlu curly +d ivu  divv] dD. (z) | 
Jn 
IIl~lllq<l 
PROOF. First step: a(x) = 1. 
(i) For h • Lq(ft)/R, there exists one and only one ¢ • Wp2~ra(ft)/R such that A~b = h in ~, 
V¢.  n = 0 at x = +1/2, ¢, and V¢.  n periodic at y = 0,L, fn td~ = 0. 
So v = V¢ belongs to Xqr  and one has for all u • X~e r, 
f 
Hdivul[p = sup /divu hd,Q _< sup 
heLq(ft)/R df l  veX$.  r, v----V¢ 
][h]]q _~ 1 []div vile _< 1 
/nd iv  div df~_< u 
t 
sup ] div u div v dl'l. 
v6 Xpe.r, curl v----O, J f t  
[[div v[[~_~l 
(ii) For h • Lq(~), there exists v • Wpl~qr(f~)2 such that h = curlv(v = curie, where ~b is a 
solution of equation -A t  = h is an example of v which verifies relation h = curly), so 
[Icurl ullp = 
f 
sup l curl u h dn _< 
h6. Lq(f$), I[h[lq_~l JN  
f curl curl dn. sup l u v 
Ja  
[[curl v [[ q < I 
By extension of a result due to [5,6] to the spatial periodic case, one has that curl is an 
isomorphism of W~qr(f/) 2 N Kpeer on space curl (Wp1~rq(ft) 2) C Lq(ft), so 
Ilcurlullp < 
f 
sup ] curl u curl v d~. 
wE X~.r,divv=O dfl 
[[curl Vllq ~ 1 
Adding (i) and (ii), one gets the expected result for the case a(x) = constant. 
Second step: a is a positive bounded function. 
We can choose the function a of the form a(z) = 1 + e(x), with le(x)l _< el < 1. Then, 
fO a curlu curlvdG = ~(I  + e) curlu curlvdG ~ ~ curlu curly dn - ei llcurlull, IIcurl Vllq. 
Then, Vv e X~. r with div r = 0 and I]curl V]]q _< 1, one has, taking into account Part (ii) of the 
first step, 
( I  - el)]jcurlu[Jp _< sup / a curlu curlvdf/. 
A 
WE X~er,divt'~O Jn  
[[curl v][q ~ I 
As in the first step, we obtain another inequality which, added to the preceding one, proves the 
lemma. | 
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3.3. Reso lu t ion  o f  an  Aux i l i a ry  P rob lem 
PROPOSITION P1.  Let a E L°°(fl),  # • R~_ such that 0 < # < a(x) a.e., in ft. 
Let  1 < p < cx~, and f of  the form f = curl g, with g E I2(ft). Then there exists one and ordy 
one v • wpl~Pr (f~)2 such that  
div v = O, curl (a curl v) = f in ft, 
1 
v .n  =0 and (acur lv -g )  x n =0 atx  = +~,  (8) 
1/2 
v and (a curl v - g) x n periodic in y = O, L, v~(x, O) dx = O, 
J - l /2  
and there exists a constant C depending oaly on ft and ~ such that Ilvllw,~e(n ) < CIIgllp. More- 
over, if g • wl~Pr(ft ) and a • Wlp~(ft), then v • W2~Pr(f~ ). | 
PROOF. 
(i) Existence of solution. 
For g • LP(ft), we deduce from Lemma L2 and Theorem 3.1 of Chapter  6 of [7], that  
there exists a unique v • XpPer solution of the variational problem 
faacur lvcur lwdf t+fad ivvd ivwdf l=fng .cur lwdf t ,  for all w E Xpqer . (9) 
Relation (9) is also true for all w • Hc,per(ft); so it is true for all w • w~qr(ft) 2 which 
verify relation w.  n = 0 at x = 4- 1/2. We then deduce from (9) that  v verifies 
curl (acur lv)  - V (aV-  v) = f in :D'(ft) 2. (10) 
Due to the fact that  v • XpPer, we also have v-  n = 0 at x = 4-1/2 and v periodic in y. 
(ii) Let us show that  if d iv f  = 0, then d ivv  = 0. 
Let ¢ • Lq(ft)/R. The map ¢ ,  , ¢ defined by A¢  = ~b, ~¢ = 0 at x = 4-1/2; ¢, 
o¢  periodic in y, is an isomorphism from Lq(ft)/R on {¢ • w2~qr(ft), ~¢  = 0 at x = 
4-1/2, -- 0}. 
For such a ¢, w = V¢  belongs to X~e r and for this w, (9) becomes fn a A¢  div v dgl = 0, 
i.e., ff~ ad ivv  Cdf t  = 0, for all ¢ • Lq(ft)/R which gives d ivv  = 0 (for any ¢1 • Lq(ft), q 
a constant c and ¢ • Lq(i2)/R such that  a ¢ + c = ¢1 a.e., in ft). 
(iii) Boundary  conditions. 
Because v • XpPer and d ivv  = 0, the condition on the projection o fv  on Hc,per(ft) can be 
1/2 
written as f'-l/2 vu(x, O)dx = O, and equation (10) can be written curl ( a curl v) = curl g. 
For a • LC¢(fl), g • /F ( f l ) ,  v • XpPer, then u = cur ly • LP(fl) and (a u - g) • LP(ft). 
We know from (10) (with div(v) = 0) that  curl (a u - g) • Lp(ft); so (a u - g) × n's 
trace gets meaning in W-(1/P)'P(F). 
Green's formula applied to (10) gives 
fnacur lvcur lwdf t+f r (acur lv -g )xn  .wdr=/ fg .cur lwdf t ,  1,q vw • w e,(ft). 
Taking into account (9) which is true, for all w E w¢~qr (ft)2 such that  w.n = 0 at x = +1/2 ,  
we have fr(a cur ly  - g) x n.wdF  = 0, for all w E Wpl~qr2 such that  w.n  = 0 at x = 4-1/2 
and this gives boundary conditions for curl v × n. 
(iv) Regular ity of the solution v • Wp2bp(fl). 
For a • Wpl&°°(ft), g • wpl~rP(ft), and v • XpPer, the equation curl (acur lv )  - f can also 
be writ ten 
-a  Av + Va  x cur ly = f • (LP(ft)) 2 . (11) 
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We have shown that v • XpPer, so curly • LP(~) and then Va x curly •/.2(f~) 2. We then 
deduce from (11) that v also verifies equations -Av  = 1/a( f  - Va x curly) • /2 ( f~)  2. In 
these expressions, we use products of W-I'P(f~) by WI,°°(~). 
Regularity Wp2~(f~) of v can then be given by the regularity of Laplace operator for Dirichlet 
and Neumann boundary conditions. As usual for second-order operators, regularity can also be 
proved using (9), extensions of a, v, w, and g by periodicity, translations in the direction parallel 
a a 
to %, equation i l l )  for regularity of derivatives y~,  and finally boundary conditions obtained 
previously in a weak sense, i 
3.4.  The  Stat ionary  Prob lem Expressed  in a Funct iona l  Equat ion  Form 
We define V v = {v • (wpl~rP(~)) 2, v.  n = 0 at x = :k l /2,divv = 0}. 
We suppose that ~] • W~'°°(R) N C 2 (R) and that there exists/~ • R such that 0 < # < 
~(:~) vz  • R. 
1/2 
THEOREM T1. For all U = (V,B) • V~, p > 2, with f '_ l /2B~(x,O)dx = O, there exits one and 
only one U* = (V*, B*) • V~, noted U* = T( S, U), that verifies equations 
~oR curl curl V* + VP* + V* = V - V~q. VV - V- VV~ 
- S(V .  VV-  B .V(B  +Beq) - Beq .VB) ,  
curl (7 (¢ + teq) curlB*) = curl (Veq x B + SV x (B + Beq)) 
- curl ((~7(¢ + teq) - 7/(¢eq))curlBeq), 
d ivV*=0 and d ivB*=0,  
boundary conditions (2),(4) for V* and B* and at x = +1/2, 
(W(¢ + teq) cur lB*)xn = (Veq x B + SV x (B + B~q))Xn-((W(¢ + teq) - W(¢eq)) curlBeq)Xn, 
flux conservation condition f : / :  B~(x, O)d~ --- O, and a flux conservation relation for V*. 
The so defined operator T is compact from Vp 2 to V~ . We have, with C a positive constant 
(depending of #) 
iiu*ttvg c ilUllv  (1 + ItUIIv ) • a 
PROOF. 
(i) Existence and regularity of the magnetic field B*. 
The right-hand side of B*'s equation is of the form f = curlg; for p > 2, g e W~(n) ,  
then f verifies, hypothesis required in Proposition P1. 
For a given B E Vp, there exists one and only one ¢ in W~rP(fl) solution of -A t  = 
-cur lB  inf ' ,  ¢ =0atx  = ±1/2,  ¢, a ~-~v periodic in y = 0, L. For B • Vp with flux 
/.1/2 B~(x, 0) dx = 0, this is equivalent to B = ez x V¢. condition J- /  
With p > 2, ¢ • Wp2&p(~2) C Wl~r°°(f~) and with a result of Simon [8], ~/(¢ + ~q)  • 
Then we can apply Proposition P1, and we obtain existence of a unique B* • 
m 
(ii) Existence and regularity of the velocity V*. 
It is obtained by extension to the periodic case of a result due to Saramlto [5]. More 
precisely, using (5), proving a proposition analogous to Proposition P1 (with a = 1 and 
fa f.w in the right-hand side of (9) with f • KpPer), and using Fredholm alternative, we 
easily obtain the results for V*. 
Compactness of T results from compact imbedding of Wp2&P(f~) into WI&P(f~). i 
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COROLLARY C1. The stationary problem deduced from (1) is then written U-  T(S, U) = O, 
where T is the compact operator defined in Theorem T1. I 
Using the same techniques, we can prove the existence of a linearized operator in a neigh- 
bourhood of zero, defined as in Theorem 1, but with only linear terms in the right-hand sides 
of the equations, and with ~/(¢eq) in place of z/(¢ + Ceq) in the equation of the magnetic field. 
If ~/E W2'°°(R) A C 2 (R) and p > 2, this linear operator is the differential operator of T with 
respect o U at (S, 0) (see [9] for details). 
We can then apply a theorem due to [10] to our problem, to obtain existence of bifurcated 
solutions from the trivial solution. 
4. NUMERICAL RESOLUTION OF THE 
LINEARIZED STEADY PROBLEM 
We want to study the kernel of the linearized operator. 
Taking into account the choice of an equilibrium depending only on x, periodic boundary con- 
ditions and symmetry properties of the solutions (cf. [5]), every vector (V, B, P) of the kernel can 
be written as a Fourier' series in y of general term Vx = v= (x) cos(mky), Vu = vu (x) sin(inky),..., 
where k = (21r)/L, and m is a positive integer. 
courbe  s (k ) .a lpha=4.  Pr= 2 res i s t ,  va t  
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Figure 1. Curve s (k ) .  
After discretization by the finite difference method, previous equations can be written in the 
form AX = SBX. We then solve this spectral problem by inverse iteration to get, for each value 
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of k, the smallest value S(k) of S for which the kernel of the discretized linearized operator is not 
trivial (see Figure 1); it is then the first bifurcation point. 
To obtain these results for the linear problem, we have considered a resistivity such that 
2~ 2~ 
~(¢~)  = exp(2a~beq) : cosh2(~x), ~ ¢ 0. + sinh(a) {T + sinh(a) 
We have assumed as in [5] symmetry conditions for all unknowns at x = 0, with a grid of 39 
points (N = 39) on ]0, 1/2[, defined by xi = -1 /4  (cos ( ( i~r ) / (N  - 1)) - 1). We have chosen a = 4, 
PR = 0.2, and Veq = 0. 
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